COMPLAINT ID
200814-5366885

SUBMITTED ON
08/14/2020

PRODUCT
Debt collection

ISSUE
Took or threatened to take negative or legal action

FSR- Firstservice Residential Las Vegas, NV


Here's what we did with your complaint.

We entered the information you provided into the Consumer Sentinel Network, a secure online database operated by the Federal Trade Commission. The FTC cannot resolve individual complaints, but civil and criminal law enforcement authorities worldwide, including Consumer Financial Protection Bureau investigators, use the Consumer Sentinel Network to identify questionable business practices that may lead to investigations and prosecutions.

8/25/20 FTC's CSN Adam transferred me to FTC Consumer Help line 877-382-4357
Spoke to Rebecca gave background of events and asked for FTC CSN # assigned

Consumer Sentinel HelpLine at 1.877.701.9595
called aug 24, 2020 is a different number assigned by FTC

http://thomascaggiano.com/FTCNV.pdf

Also FTC Complaint 121203437